In this article, we begin with the non-homogeneous model for the non-differentiable heat flow, which is described using the local fractional vector calculus, from the first law of thermodynamics in fractal media point view. We employ the local fractional variational iteration algorithm II to solve the fractal heat equations. The obtained results show the nondifferentiable behaviors of temperature fields of fractal heat flow defined on Cantor sets.
Introduction
The model for the non-differentiable heat flow involving the local fractional vector calculus was discussed in Yang 1 and Cattani et al. 2 Several methods for solving the heat flow problem have been suggested and applied in the literature such as cylindrical-coordinate method of Cantor-type (CCMCT), 3 Laplace variational iteration method (LVIM), 4, 5 Laplace transform (LT) method, 6 and variational iteration method (VIM). 7, 8 There are also new methods for dealing with the partial differential equations (PDEs) within local fractional time and space derivatives (LFDE). For example, the decomposition method (DM) was used to solve the Burgers' equation, 9 diffusion equation, 10 and the Laplace equation 11 involving the LFDE. Yang et al. 12 presented the similarity solution method to solve the diffusion equation with LFDE. Cao et al. 13 proposed the functional method (FM) to deal with the LFDE. Su et al. 14 In this article, variational iteration algorithm II within local fractional derivative operator (local fractional variational iteration algorithm II (LFVIA-II)) (see Yang and Zhang 15 Liu et al., 16 Baleanu et al. 17 ) will be applied to deal with the non-differentiable problem in fractal heat transfer.
The layout of this article is as follows. In section ''The non-homogeneous model for the nondifferentiable heat flow,'' we provide the basic theory of the non-differentiable heat flow. Section ''Analysis of the methodology used'' presents the LFVIA-II. Section ''The non-homogeneous model for the nondifferentiable heat flow'' describes the solution for the non-homogeneous model associated with the nondifferentiable heat flow. Finally, in section ''Conclusion,'' the conclusions are presented.
The non-homogeneous model for the nondifferentiable heat flow
In this section, we will derive the non-homogeneous models for non-differentiable heat flow.
The first law of thermodynamics in fractal media takes the following form 1 
which reduces to
By using the local fractional Gauss theorem of the fractal vector field given by (see Yang 1 and Cattani et al. 2 
where n = (3=2)x = 3d(1.d.0), the local fractional surface integral of u(r P ) is denoted by (see Yang 1 and Cattani et al. 2 )
with DS (x) P ! 0 as N ! ', the local fractional volume integral of the function u(r P ) is denoted by
with DV (n) P ! 0 as N ! ', and the parameters r d and c d are the density and the specific heat of the material, respectively.
The law of heat conduction in fractal media (the local fractional Fourier law) states as follows (see Yang 1 and Cattani et al. 2 
where u( §, j, z, t) is the amount of heat transferred per unit time and k 2 is the thermal conductivity of the material in fractal media. Let k, r a , and c a be constants. Then equation (2) can be written as follows (see Yang 1 and Cattani et al. 2 )
where r 2d = r d r d . This is the so-called non-homogeneous model for non-differentiable heat flow. The non-homogeneous model for non-differentiable heat flow in onedimensional case is presented as follows (see Yang 1 and Cattani et al. 2 )
subject to initial-boundary conditions given by
Analysis of the methodology used
In this section, we will present the methodology of the LFVIA-II (see Yang and Zhang, 15 Liu et al., 16 Baleanu et al. 17 ). The local fractional heat equation (8) for nondifferentiable heat flow can be written in terms of the local fractional operator as follows
where
which is given by (see Yang and Zhang, 15 Liu et al., 16 Baleanu et al., 17 De Oliveira and Machado, 18 and Neamah 19 )
with D d (q( §,j) À q( § 0 , j)) ffi G(1 +d)D(q( §,j) À q( § 0 ,j)). In this case, the correction local fractional functional is given by
where e q n denotes a restricted local fractional variation, m denotes a fractal Lagrange multiplier, and the local fractional integral operator is defined by (see Yang and Zhang, 15 Liu et al., 16 Baleanu et al., 17 De Oliveira and Machado, 18 Neamah 19 )
with Ds = maxfDs 1 , Ds 2 , Ds j , . . .g and Ds j = s j + 1 À s j (s 0 = s, s N = y, j = 0, . . . , N À 1).
In view of the local fractional variational principle, 1, 4, 7, 17, 19 we set
Therefore, from equations (12), (14) , and (16), the LFVIA-II can be written as follows
Finally, from equation (17), the non-differentiable solution of (8) takes the following form
The analytical solution for the non-homogeneous model for the non-differentiable heat flow
The homogeneous model for the non-differentiable heat flow is presented as follows
In view of equation (17), the LFVIA-II for equation (20) can be expressed in the following form
Assuming that q 0 ( §, t) = sin d ( § d ), we have that
Therefore, the non-differentiable solution of equation (20) is found to be expressed as follows
where E d (t d ) = P ' n = 0 t nd =G(1 + nd), and its graph is shown in Figure 1 when d = ln 2= ln 3.
Conclusion
Local fractional vector calculus is applied to describe the non-differentiable heat flow. In this work, a new application of the LFVIA-II to the non-homogeneous model for the non-differentiable heat flow is given. The non-differentiable solution of the heat flow on Cantor sets in the closed form with the graph is discussed. The presented method is easy, simple, efficient, and accurate to solve PDEs by employing the local fractional derivatives.
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